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Ayame sohma snake

Ayame Sohma (草摩 綾⼥ Sōma Ayame) is a fictional character in the manga and anime series titled Fruit Basket. Yuki Sohma's older brother (and contrast) is flamboyant, expressive, and anything but soft-spoken. He often realizes too late that he has hurt other people emotionally than to be self-centered. Ayame turns into the snake of
the Chinese Zodiac every time he is embraced by the opposite sex, when his body comes under a lot of stress, or when he gets too cold or too hot. He is one of the members of the Mabudachi Trio, consisting of the three oldest members of the zodiac. The other two are Shigure Sohma and Hatchi Sohma, who are also his best friends.
Ayame is also one of the few members of Jyūnishi who has never been hurt by Akito Sohma directly or indirectly (Kagura Sohma and Jitsu Sohma seem to be the only others). The relationship with Yuki Ayame is one of the oldest cursed members of the Sohma tribe. He and Yuki don't get along very well until Ayame asks Yuki if he can go
to a parent-teacher conference in place of their parents, wishing to make amends for all the times in Yuki's childhood, when Ayame sold him. While Yuki still disapproves of Ayame's outrageous attitude and overly royal behavior, he admits that Ayame is somewhat trustworthy (which Ayame feels he needs to text Hatori immediately with the
news). Ayame in animal form The fact that both Ayame and Yuki are members of Jyūnishi is quite unusual, since it is very rare that any of the Jyūnishi are brothers at all times. Because their mother was unable to force Ayame to bend to her will, she turned to Yuki and controlled every aspect of his life. Yuki became emotionally so fragile
and detached in her efforts to gain status and wealth within the family, while she bluntly and subtly shot down any attempt she made to deny her wishes. The unbalanced relationship between mother and son is completely broken and Yuki is finally able to stand up to her when Ayame appears at the parent-teacher conference, interrupting
his mother as she dictates Yuki's future to his teacher. The two have been on much better terms since then. Business Ayame Ayame owns a men's cosplay shop (named after himself) that specializes in men's fantasies. For most people, the place is quite strange as Ayame has been taking orders for some very strange things. Ayame and
his assistant, Mine Kuramae (pronounced, me-nay), design and sew the clothes themselves. Mine often wears some of the clothes she makes. In manga and anime, you see her in a maid's uniform. She likes it. Grab any particularly cute girls who come to the store and try on their clothes. She also likes to change her fashion style
depending on her mood and the situation surrounding her. The possibilities of fashion are infinite! (anime and/or manga) Mine is the girlfriend of Ayame and the dressmaker of the shop, wheareas Ayame designs the dresses, erotic as some or all of them can be. Wikimedia listing article Touru Honda (full image in center right) with
members of the Soma family affected by the zodiac curse. The characters of Fruits Basket were created by Natsuki Takaya in manga written and illustrated by her. The manga was produced in 136 chapters in the monthly manga magazine Hana to Yume between January 1999 and November 2006, and was collected in 23 tankōbon
volumes by Hakusensha. [1] The series was adapted as a drama CD distributed as a promotional item with a Hana theme in Yume[2] and as a 26-episode anime television series produced by DEEN Studio originally broadcast on Tokyo TV between July 5 and December 27, 2001. [3] Manga is licensed in English by Chuang Yi in
Singapore,[4] Madman Entertainment in Australia and New Zealand,[5] and Tokyopop in North America. [6] Anime is licensed in English by Funimation Entertainment, which distributes it in North America itself, in the UK through film apocalypse, and in Australia and New Zealand through Mad Men's Entertainment. The series tells the story
of Touru Honda, an orphaned girl who, after meeting Yuki, Kyo, and Shigure Soma, learns that thirteen members of the Soma family are possessed by animals of the Chinese zodiac and cursed to turn into their animal forms when they embrace someone of the opposite sex or their bodies come under a great stress. As the series
progresses, Tohru meets the rest of the zodiac and the family's mysterious head, Akito Soma, and eventually decides to break the curse that burdens them. The spelling used here are those given in the official Area 1 DVD and English manga releases. The names are given in western order, with the family name last. Creation and
Conception According to Natsuki Takaya in interviews, Tohru Honda was the first character he created for the series,[7] with Yuki and Kyo Soma soon after. [8] When asked how she came up with Thermu's personality and background, she said: I thought that for a girl to accept other people's feelings so wholeheartedly, she would have to
have a slightly unusual way of doing things so that she wouldn't be crushed by having so much empathy. But I was still worried I needed something else to placate her. And then the thought, Oh, yes-I'll make her use super-polite language, and use it incorrectly! Came to me all at once. After that, her character finished in no time. [9]
Takaya gave Tohru a name normally used only for men because she likes to give male names to females to balance them out. [10] In addition, Takaya chose to have other characters treat her as Thermu-kun, using an honorary usually used for boys because she thought it was a more dignified form of address. [9] The next Takaya Takaya
characters was Yuki, Kyo, and Shigure Soma, and of them Kyo was the first character whose personality and looks really hit me... without any hesitation. [11] According to the Fruit Basket Character Book, she had Yuki dress in Chinese style clothes because she likes them. [12] He added that he believes they fit his androgynous nature,
and that he deliberately gave Yuki and Kyo different preferences to distinguish them. [13] Takaya described these four characters, Touru, Yuki, Kyo, and Shigure, as the main cast. [14] The first character he developed after them was Kisa Soma, whom he described as in competition to be the first or second most beautiful character. [14]
Takaya named most of the cursed Somas after the month in the former Japanese lunisolar calendar corresponding to their zodiac animal. [15] The exceptions are Kureno and Momiji, whose names were accidentally exchanged [16] Kyo, who as a cat is not part of the official zodiac; And Yuki. [17] According to the author, no other name
has special meanings. [18] Family and friends of Tohru Touru Honda Main article: Thru Honda Voice: Hiroko Konishi (1999 Drama CD), Yui Horie (anime 2001, 2005 Drama CD), Manaka Iwami (anime 2019) (Japanese) Laura Bailey (English)[19] Tohru Honda (N.透, Honda Tōru) is an orphaned high school student who, at the beginning
of the story, begins living with Shigure, Yuki, and Kyo Soma in exchange for housekeeping. She loves to cook, describes herself as an excellent housekeeper, and has an after-school job as an office janitor to pay her tuition to avoid being a burden to her grandfather. [20] She is portrayed as kind, optimistic, extremely kind and selfless.
[21] [22] Several other characters, including Kyo,[23] Rin,[24] and Saki,[25] tell her that she should look out for herself and not shoulder the burdens of everyone else. In the original Japanese, Theru usually speaks formally (see Honorific speech in Japanese), but not always correctly,[9] a habit she got from her father, Katsuya, after she
died when she was three, as a way to replace him in her mother's eyes. [26] Tohru's mother, Kyoko, raised her alone until she died in a car accident shortly after Tohru entered high school, a few months before the story began. Toru repeatedly calls Kioko the most important person in her life and the treasures of her photograph. [27] When
she falls in love kyo feels guilty about being unfaithful to her mother's memory. [28] In the first half of the series, as Theru learns about the zodiac curse and its effects on those he loves, he becomes distressed, and when he learns that the dangerous Akito is the god of the zodiac decides to break the curse. [29] Only later does he admit
that he wants to release kyo more than anything. [30] Despite setbacks, both external and personal,[31] Thru stubbornly insists on her goal and eventually frees Kyo and her friends. [32] In last chapter, moving with Kyo to another city so he can continue his martial arts training, and in the last pages it turns out that they had a son and a
granddaughter. [33] In the sequel series Fruit Basket Another, Therru and Kyo are married with three children, their oldest son Hajime acting as a male protagonist. Arisa Uotani Voice: Yuka Imai (anime 2001, 2005 Drama CD), Atsumi Tanezaki (anime 2019) (Japanese); Parisa Fakhri (anime 2001), Elizabeth Maxwell (anime 2019) [34]
Arisa Uotani (Uotani Arisa) is a former gang member (yankee,[35] the Japanese version of the American thug image) and one of Touru's closest friends. Arisa is portrayed as cruel, cheeky, and sometimes violent; [36] She wears long skirts, sometimes carries a lead tube, and often speaks like a man (see Sex differences in oral Japanese).
Arisa is tall for a girl, and just claims to wish to reach 6 feet (1.8 m) in height. [37] She is highly competitive with Kyo and argues with him often. Her childhood was turbulent: her father is an alcoholic and her mother left him for another man when Arisa was little. Arisa joined an all-girl gang called The Ladies in Fifth Grade, and pagans fame
Kyoko Honda from the days of her gang. When Arisa met Kyoko's daughter, Othru in high school, and then Kyoko herself, she was shocked by the change from gang leader to mother, but became friends after Kyoko helped her escape from her gang. [38] With Saki Hanajima, he swore at Kyoko's grave to care for Tohru, and in their
parental protection Tohru, noted by Kyo and Yuki,[39] Arisa is portrayed as a cheeky and direct father-figure. [40] Toru calls her Uo and her manga symbol is a fish, the meaning of the first kanji () of her family name. Arisa works a couple of different part-time jobs during the series; in one of them, in a convenience store, he meets Kureno
Soma and is immediately attracted to him, although he worries about their nine-year age difference. [41] They meet for the second time a few days later, when he almost kisses her after buying her lunch, but after that he refuses to see her again because of his promise to stay with Akito,[42] and tries to get over him. When Curreno leaves
Aquito, Aria helps him move, telling him she's been waiting for him all this time,[43] and in the last chapter she's getting ready to move in with him. [33] Saki Hanajima Voice: Yūko Minaguchi (1999 Drama CD) Reiko Yasuhara (anime 2001, 2005 Drama CD), Satomi Satō (2019 anime) (Japanese); Daphne Gere (anime 2001), Jad Saxton
(anime 2019) (English)[34] Saki Hanajima a psychic girl who has the ability to feel people's waves and send electric waves, and one of Touru's closest friends. She is portrayed as very insightful. [44] and behaves in a dead manner. Saki is often seen seen or do Tochrou or Arisa's hair when he's not in class. According to a writer's note,
unlike Lolita's Gothic appearance,[44] she likes shōjo manga and novels and bought a copy of Shigure Soma's Heartthrob. [45] Toru calls her Hannah, and her manga symbol is a small flower, the meaning of the first kanji of her family name. Saki had trouble checking her skills when she was young, and blamed herself for the near-fatal
collapse of a boy who was blackmailing her. [46] Like Arisa, Saki is extremely protective of Tohru, who was the first person at the school to truly accept her, who helped her gain control of her powers. [46] She wears black nail polish and (when not in her school uniform) black dresses, often with a cloak or veil,[47] Saki's habits began
before she met Tohru as a way of signaling her guilt. [46] With Arisa, he promised to the tomb of Mother Tohru to take care of Tohru and to their almost-parental protection,[39] acts as a native form. [40] It uses its reputation for sending poison waves to protect Touru from the wickedness of the Yuki fan club. [48] She has a close
relationship with her family, which accepts and cultivates her gifts, especially her younger brother, Megumi, who also has psychic abilities. When Saki sees Kazuma Soma when he comes for Kyo's parent-teacher conference, he calls him beautiful,[49] and later in the Sorta Cinderella class performance, he seeks Kazuma out to talk to him.
[50] Kyo is quite disturbed at Saki's idea in a relationship with his adopting father, that she and Arisa tease him with the possibility. [51] However, in the last chapter, Saki works as a cook in Kazuma dojo. [33] In the sequel series Fruit Basket another, he has a son named Rio Mosca. Katsuya Honda Katsuya Honda (勝, Honda Katsuya) is
the late father of Tohru Honda and husband of Kyoko Honda. It only appears in manga in flashbacks. Katsuya usually speaks officially (see Honorific speech in Japanese) as a way to distance himself from the world,[52] a habit that, according to his father, Tohru later adopts. [26] She meets Kyoko as a student teacher in her high school
and recognizes that her revolutionary behavior was both to protect and his gentle manners [53] in turn, Kyoko initially describes his ways as fake polite. Despite their eight-year age difference (they were 23, they were 15), they fall in love. It helps her undo her gangster lifestyle and they got married after she finished high school. Three
years after Tohru's birth, Katsuya died of pneumonia while on a business trip. [52] Kyoko Honda Voice: Reiko Yasuhara (anime 2001), Miyuki (anime 2019) [54] (Japanese)? Julie Mayfield (anime 2001); Lydia Mackay (anime 2019) (English)[34] Kyoko Honda (ر, Honda Kyōko), née Katsunuma, is the dead mother of Tohru Honda, shown
appearing in flashbacks and photos valuable from Touru. In high school, Kyoko is the leader of an all-female Bōsōzoku gang called the Red Butterfly Suicide Squad, the name that comes from how a motorcycle's tail-lights are supposed to look like a red butterfly at night. [55] Tohru tells Kyo Soma that her mother was ignored and rejected
by her parents, and fell in love with a student teacher named Katsuya Honda who stands for her when her parents disown her after a gang fight. Katsuya and Kyoko get married after leaving high school and have a daughter, Touru, and Kyoko learns how to work through the difficulties with Katsuya. [56] She is devastated by her husband's
unexpected death and almost commits suicide before she remembers her three-year-old daughter needed her. [52] Because of her experiences, Kyoko raises Touru to believe that everyone should feel necessary,[52] and helps Arisa leave her own gang. [38] Toru calls Kioko the most important person in her life and repeats pieces of her
mother's emotional wisdom throughout the series. Kyoko died a few months before the start of the series when he was hit by a car. Kyo is present in the accident, but is able to save her without revealing his curse, and hears her last words as she will never forgive you. [57] In Chapter 135, a flashback of her last moments shows that she
has no ill will towards Kyo and is actually trying to say I will never forgive you if you do not keep your promise to protect Tohru-an act of charging Kyo to protect Tohru. [58] Kyoko never held a grudge against Kyo. Soma family Cursed members Akito Soma Voice by: Murasaki Wakaba (2001 anime), Maaya Sakamoto (2019 anime)
(Japanese); Chad Klein (anime 2002), Colleen Klinkenberant (anime 2019) (English)[34] Kid Akito Voice: Yuka Imai (anime 2001) (Japanese); Aaron Dismuke (anime 2001), Trina Nishimura (anime 2019) (English)[34] Akito Soma (草摩 慊, Sōma Akito) is the head of the Soma family and very fragile. Akito is revealed to be a woman in
manga. He often gets sick and runs fevers, and Hatori Soma claims half of his doctor's work tends to be Akito, who he says specializes in getting sick. [59] Akito's age is not given, but she is a few years younger than Jitsu and is said to be at least twenty by Shigure. [42] [60] Akito is portrayed as short-sighted and abusive, and has
physically and emotionally scarred many Somas, including Hatori, Rin, Hiro, Kisa, Yuki, and Kyo. While part of the curse of the Soma family, Akito is not possessed by a spirit of the Chinese zodiac, but rather fulfills the role of Emperor Jade, picture of the stories about the origin of the zodiac; She describes herself as the god of the zodiac,
the who controls the zodiac and the master of their soul. [29] Kazuma Soma tells Touru Honda that for the rest of the zodiac, Akito is a form of awe that they cannot resist, with whom they have a blood bond. [61] [61] The mother, Ren Suma, denies that the zodiac bond is real, and Aquito is obsessed with proving her mistake. [62] Once
the members of the zodiac are old enough, he wishes to have them live within the Soma compound for the rest of their lives in an endless banquet. [63] Akito initially allows Throru to live with Shigure because he believes that Touru will come to reject Yuki and Kyo because of the curse,[64] and when they learn instead that strangers can
accept them and grow so far away from Akito, he comes to hate Touru first of all. [65] In anime, Akito and Touru come to an accommodation that focuses on Akito's fears of youth death, which is an effect of the curse described only in anime. [66] In manga, through Tohru's efforts to break the curse, Akito comes to realize that holding onto
the bond, has hurt herself as much as others and lets it go. [32] In the first anime series, Akito is biologically male. [66] In manga, Akito is female but was raised as a boy by her mother, Ren, and it is not revealed until chapter 97 that Akito is biologically female. [42] Ren decided to raise Akito as a male because she was ashamed to give
birth to a girl who was a god in the zodiac, and who was receiving more attention than her husband, Akira. [67] The only other Somas who knew about akito biological sex were the oldest four members of the zodiac: Kureno, Shigure, Hatori, and Ayame. [42] After the curse is broken, Akito begins as a woman,[68] and in the last chapter
Shigure, with whom he is in love, moves in with her. [33] Yuki Soma Voice: Aya Hisakawa (Drama CD, anime 2001), Nobunaga Shimazaki (anime 2019) (Japanese); Eric Vale (English)[34] Kid Yuki Voice: Miyuri Shimabukuro (2019 anime) (Japanese); Kate Bristol (anime 2001), Amanda Lee (anime 2019)[34] (English) Yuki Soma (草摩希,
Sōma Yuki) is the rat of the Chinese zodiac and younger brother of Ayama. Yuki is portrayed as an attractive, committed, and accomplished young man with many admirers, but who finds friendly difficult. When Yuki was young, his mother gave him to Aquito Suma, who kept him separated from the rest of the zodiac and convinced him
that no one liked him. [69] Because of this, Yuki has low self-esteem and feels isolated. [70] He is known as Prince Yuki and Prince Charming at the school, where he has a fan club led by Motoko Minagawa trying to protect him from other admirers, resulting in Yuki being further isolated,[71] and pressured by his popularity to become
president of the student council despite his reservations. [72] Yuki, however, wishes he could be with people friends, rather than admire from afar, and envy and easy ways Kyo Soma and Kakeru Manabe with others. [73] [74] Yuki is moved when, faced with the prospect of having the memory of the Soma family erased, Touru Honda asks
that her friend,[75] that no one had asked him before. [76] With Tohru's help, Yuki is gradually able to open the lid of his emotions, and in the summer after he starts at Shigure's house, Yuki admits to himself that he loves her. When Yuki was about six or seven years old, he fled Aquito. [78] Yuki always had tender feelings for Touru for
really needing him. [78] However, he later admits to Manabe that he was looking for a mother-picture and found her in Tohru. [76] As the rat, Yuki loathes the current cat, Kyo, despite his envy, and is contemptuous of his efforts to defeat him. Even when he realizes the true nature of his feelings for Theru, Yuki is uncomfortable when he
recognizes her and Kyo's growing feelings for each other. [79] Yuki becomes attracted to Machi Kuragi, a student council treasurer who also had a traumatic childhood,[80][81] and falls in love with her. When he knows Kyo will confess his love for Touru, Yuki meets with Machi and is with her when the curse lifts him, who, who the first
thing he does is embrace her. [32] In the last chapter, he gives Machi a key to his new apartment, where he will live as he attends university. [33] Kyo Soma Voice: Tomokazu Seki (Drama CD, anime 2001), Yuma Uchida (anime 2019) (Japanese); Jerry Jewell (English)[82] Kid Kyo Voice: Kyōsuke Ikeda (anime 2001), Asuna Tomari
(anime 2019) (Japanese). Avery Rice Williams (anime 2001), Alison Victorin (anime 2019) [34] Kyo Soma (草摩 夾, Sōma Kyō) is cursed by the cat, an animal that does not belong to the Chinese zodiac, but which legend says it would have been if it had not been deceived by Rat to miss the induction feast (see Zodiac origin stories). [20]
In an editor's note, Natsuki Takaya described Kyo's character as a powerful force that pulled the story of the fruit basket along. [83] Kyo is portrayed as an orange-haired young man who is short-sighted and charismatic, if initially clumsy around people; [84] Arisa once calls him an anger management boy,[39] and Yuki Soma expresses the
envy of his ability to make friends easily. [73] He is also fiercely competitive, and can easily be manipulated to do things he doesn't want by turning it into a competition-especially against yuki. As the cat, Kyo hates Yuki, the current Rat of the Zodiac, whom he sees as never having to work hard at anything,[39] and has dedicated his life to
defeating him. Just before the start of the series, Kyo made a bet with Akito: if he beat Yuki in a race before graduating high school, he would officially be accepted as part of the zodiac; However, if it does not, kyo will be confined to the Soma estate for the rest of his life. [85] Despite many months of rigorous training, however, Kyo never
lands a decent yuki hit. [86] Their rivalry afflicts Thru, who likes them both, but comes to worry even more when they don't The two eventually tell each other, during an argument, they are jealous as well as despise each other and come to a truce for the sake of Tohrus. [88] At the beginning of the story, Kyo moves into Shigure's house
with Yuki and Tohru. [20] When Kyo was young, his mother died in an accident rumored to be suicide over her son's curse, and after his father rejected him, Kyo was taken in by Kazuma Soma. The two love each other as father and son,[89] but Kazuma insists that he continues to live with Shigure because he believes Tohru helps him
open up. [90] In addition to his adopting father, however, Kyo pushes away people who want to help him, because he is ashamed of the true form of the cat-a grotesque, stinking, monster-which turns into when his bone juzu bead bracelet is removed. [89] When Tochrou sees his true form, however, he follows him to beg him to stay with
her, which strengthens their bond. [89] However, Kyo also blames himself for the death of Tohru's mother, whom he could have saved at the risk of turning into a cat, and was shaken by Kyoko's last words, I will never forgive you...[57] As the story unfolds, Kyo falls in love with Touru, but refuses to submit her to the pain he is convinced he
will cause. , so when he confesses to loving him, he rejects her, calling himself disappointed. [57] Only when Ariza, Saki, and Yuki impress on him how deeply the rejection of evil Tohru takes the courage to accept her, and when he finally confesses to her, curse the lifts-along with the rest of the zodiac. [32] In the last chapter, he and
Tohru move out of Sigure's house and prepare to go to another city, where he will study in another dojo in preparation for Kazuma's legacy, and in the last pages it appears that they had a son and granddaughter. [33] Shigure Soma Voice: Ryōtarō Okayu (Drama CD, anime 2001), Yuichi Nakamura (anime 2019) (Japanese); John
Burgmeier (English)[91] Kid Shigure Voice: Mari Hino (2019 anime) (Japanese); Apphia Yu (anime 2019)[92] (English) Shigure Soma (草摩呉, Sōma Shigure) is the dog of the Chinese zodiac and the owner of the house where he lives, Tohru, Yuki, and Kyo. He is a writer who publishes literary novels under his own name and trashy
romances with pen names. His most successful pen name is Noa Kiritani, which he used for his erotic novel series, Summer-Colored Sigh. He is best friends with his cousins Hatori and Ayame, and he and Ayame like to pretend to be lovers. [93] In an editor's note, Natsuki Takaya described Shigure as a problem child. [94] In Anime,
Shigure as lazy and dirty-minded, he seems to take nothing seriously,[95][96] and with a love for people teasing-especially the author of Mitsuru, but also Kyo, Yuki, Tonru, and Jitsu. In manga, it behaves the same, but it also seems to be manipulative:[97] admits early on to Hatori that he uses uses as a pawn for some deeper purpose
and calls himself dirtier than anything to be willing to sacrifice anyone to get what he wants. [98] More than once, it provokes Akito with apparently anti-diplomatic reactions that create other controversies, such as Akito's visit to the summer beach house in volumes 10-11. [99] Shigure finally admits to Kureno he hopes the upheaval Tohru
has caused will further weaken the weakening of the zodiac curse, and gives Touru hints to figure out how to break it itself. [28] Shigure's deepest feelings are for Akito, and he once had sex with Akito's mother, Ren, because he was upset that, although Akito secretly felt the same Shigure, he was sleeping with Kureno. [60] [67] In the end,
it is implying Shigure's machinities are aimed at freeing Akito from the curse and the need to live as a human being, so he can have it for himself. It gives the woman's akito kimono worn when she announces that she will live as a woman,[68] and in the last chapter, she moves in with Akito to Soma's main house. [33] Shigure usually wears
a kimono unless he has to leave home for business, which according to Takaya is his way of getting into the spirit of things as a writer. [100] Takaya derives its name from the tenth month, shigurezuki or autumn shower month, which is the month of the dog, the traditional Japanese calendar. [101] Kagura Soma Voice: Yuri Shiratori
(Drama CD), Kotano Mitsuishi (anime 2001), Rie Kugimiya (anime 2019) (Japanese). Meredith McCoy (anime 2001), Tia Ballard (anime 2019) (English)[34] Kagura Soma (草摩 楽羅, Sōma Kagura) is the boar of the Chinese zodiac. She is portrayed as a girlish young woman[102] with great power, and the impulsive behavior associated
with those born in her zodiac year. [103] The latter often takes the form of desecrating and banging on Kyo, to whom she insists she is engaged. When Kagura was seven and Kyo was five, and they were all alone because he brought the curse of the cat, played with him,[104] and one day threatened him to propose to her (using a knife in
manga,[105] a boulder in anime[106]). After the nature of her love is disputed by Rin, Kagura finally admits to Kyo that her love was based on pity,[104] as much as Kazuma fears Tohru is,[107] and that she clings to him because she has been easy compared to the cat. [104] After Kyo tells her he can't love her, she claims to give up hope
of winning him[104] but still loves Kyo and takes care of [108] when Tohro admits to Rin that she loves Kyo, Kagura impulsively beats her, saying that the person who will say this is Kyo himself. [107] According to a writer's note, Kagura an older sister type who is always ready to help. [108] She attends a local college while living with her
parents, who are shown taking her double-cut personality in stride, and with Rin. Kagura is the only female member of the zodiac that does not appear to have been injured by akito. Takaya derives her name from the eleventh month, kagurazuki or month of Shinto song and dance, which is the month of the pig, the traditional Japanese
calendar. [101] Momiji Soma Voice: Miki Nagasawa (Drama CD), Ayaka Saitō (2001 anime), Megumi Han (anime 2019) (Japanese). Kimberly Grant (anime 2001), Mikaela Krantz (anime 2019) (English)[34] Momiji Soma (草摩, Sōma Momiji) is the rabbit of the Chinese zodiac. His father, one of the richest members of the Soma family, is
Japanese, while his mother is German (they speak German and Japanese in manga, but only Japanese in anime). [97] Momiji is portrayed as a cute, happy, androgynous boy who hides a sad family life behind his sunny behavior. In a writer's note, Takaya described him as the most comfortable of Somas with having his wit, and the most
successful of the boys. [109] Momiji is older than originally appeared, and Touru is surprised to learn that he is only a year younger than he is. In kyo horror, Momiji wears the girl's version of their high school uniform with shorts instead of a skirt,[110] until he has a growth boost at the beginning of his second year and changes into the
boy's uniform. [111] He lives alone within the Soma family association, and was raised by officials. [109] His mother learned of the curse of the zodiac when she held him for the first time, immediately after his birth, and was repelled. later had Hatchori erase her memory that Momiji is her son. Her attitude towards him was so violent and
unpredictable that even seeing him would make her erupt into rage. Finally, he begged Hattori to erase her memories and said that the greatest sadness of her life, .. Is that this creature came out of my body. [112] Because of this, his younger sister, Momo, ignores that he is her older brother,[112] even though she is interested in him and
starts violin lessons because he plays the violin. [113] Despite his upbringing, Momiji is insightful to others and emotionally strong. In chapter 115, his curse breaks before the rest of the zodiac,[67] and decides to leave one day akito despite the invocation and threats of the latter. [114] Momiji gets to Tohru very quickly, including kissing
her when they first meet and hug her when they are officially introduced despite his curse. She sometimes helps Theru in her evening job as an office cleaner in one of his father's buildings, and once replaces her when she is sick with a cold. [115] He is very fond of Touru, and even defies Akito to protect her. [29] He later warns Kyo that if
he does not act on his feelings for Touru, someone else, like himself, can off [111] in the last chapter, Momiji tells Hatsuharu and Rin that he hopes to find a girlfriend as wonderful as Thru. [33] Takaya comes from the ninth month of the traditional Japanese calendar, calendar, or autumn leaf month; [101] should have been named after the
third month, the month of the rabbit, but according to the author, he confused his posts and Kureno in the zodiac. [16] In the sequel series Fruit Basket another, Momiji has a daughter named Mina. Hatori Soma Voice: Kazuhiko Inoue (2001 anime), Kazuyuki Okitsu (2019 anime) (Japanese); Kent Williams (English)[34] Hatori Soma (草摩,
Sōma Hatori) is the hippocampus of the Chinese zodiac. He is the private doctor in the Soma family and is responsible for suppressing memories (using a form of hypnosis delivered to his line of family)[116] of those strangers who discover Soma's family secret,[59] like Yuki's childhood playmates. [69] Hatori is portrayed as a tall, dark
man rarely amused by the antics of his best friends, Shigure and Ayame. He is often the only one who can contain Ayame's worst behavior,[117] and is the only person shigure trusts enough to talk about his plans. He takes his duties in the Soma family and as a doctor seriously, and warns Touru of the dangers of getting too involved with
the family. [59] In a writer's note, Natsuki Takaya described him as the cast's best wedding material. [116] When his curse is activated, Hattori turns into an 8 cm (3.1 in) long hippocampus. According to Sigure, this is a sign that the curse of the zodiac has been weakened. [30] Two years before the series began, he became engaged to
Kana Soma, the assistant in his doctor's office. [59] The relationship ended when Hattori asked Aquito for permission to marry Kana, and in response, Aquito attacked Hattori (in anime, he threw a vase), leaving him almost blind in his left eye. Aquito then blamed Kana for the incident and felt so guilty that Hattori was forced to suppress her
memory of their relationship to ease her pain. [118] When Tohru meets him near the end of Volume 2, he looks back on his time with Kana, then says his heart is like snow. After Kana marries someone else, Shigure manipulates Hatchi to meet Kana's best friend, Mayuko Shiraki, who secretly liked him. [119] [120] In the last chapter,
Hatori invites Mayuko on a Okinawa vacation. [33] Takaya derives the name Hatori from the fourth month, konohatorizuki or month of leaf taking [in silkworms]. [121] In the sequel series Fruit Basket Another, Hatori and Mayuko are married to a daughter named Kinu. Hatsuhau Soma Voice: Akio Suyama (Drama CD, anime 2001), Makoto
Furukawa (anime 2019) (Japanese); Justin Cook (English)[34] Kid Hatsuharu Voice: Akemi Okamura (anime 2001), Mariko Higashiuchi 2019) (Japanese); Joshua Huber (anime 2001), Morgan Berry (2019 anime) (English)[122] Hatsuharu Soma (草摩 溌., Sōma Hatsuharu), aged 15-17, often called Haru, is the ox of the Chinese zodiac.
Hatsuharu is pictured as having a Yin Ying Yang personality, which reflects the traditional personality traits of the Ox in the zodiac. [123] It is an older-sister image to younger Zodiac members, and is usually calm and calm, but, if provoked, can become enraged. [124] The Somas call these two sides of his personality white and black
sides. His hair is white with black roots, and its zodiac form is a black and white spotted Ox. [123] He has a reputation in the family for being somewhat stupid, and when he was a kid he blamed Yuki Soma, the current rat, for it because of his story of how the rat tricked the ox into becoming first in the zodiac. After Yuki asked Hatsuharu if
he thinks he is an idiot, he realized the mental trap and has since loved Yuki. Hatsuharu is in love with Rin Soma and has an on-again/off-again secret relationship with her. He is protective of those he cares about, especially Rin, Yuki, Kisa and Hiro, and once tackles and almost punches Akito to restrain Rin,[125] and searched for Kisa
when he ran away from home. Hiro admires Hatsuharu as a shaped brother, even calling him Haru-nii (Haru's big brother), but he also believes that Haru is very good for everyone for his own good. [126] [50] Hatsuharu has a bad sense of direction, and has just been lost for three days in another city while looking for Kyo in order to
challenge him. [127] He likes to tease Kyo in a dead way. Kyo in turn calls him completely obscene for saying Momiji should continue to wear the girls' uniform until he grows up. [110] He usually appears wearing various jewelry and leather accessories, which, according to a writer's note, he does himself. [128] Natsuki Takaya derives his
name from the first month, hatsuharu meaning New Year or Early Spring, which is the month of the ox, the traditional Japanese calendar,[121] although his name is written with different kanji from the month. Ayame Soma Voice: Takehito Koyasu (Drama CD), Mitsuru Miyamoto (anime 2001), Takahiro Sakurai (anime 2019) (Japanese);
Christopher Sabat (English)[34] Ayame Soma (草摩 綾⼥, Sōma Ayame) is the snake of the Chinese zodiac, and the older brother Yuki, a young man with very long silver hair and impressive eyes, which Tohru notes make him look like Yuki. [93] Ayame is portrayed as vivacious, flamboyant, confident, and self-centered, with a knack for
annoying Yuki and Kyo (one of the few things they initially agree on), and often getting hurt by Yuki and Kyo in response. In a writer's note, Natsuki Takaya described him as a draining person to meet in real life. [129] Despite his age, he refers to himself with the boku pronouns (see Japanese pronouns). He runs a shop, named after him,
that sells custom-made romantic costumes such as frilly dresses and maid costumes with the help of Kuramae Mine, his seamstress. Ayame are best friends with Shigure and Hatchi, who are the same age; While while goes along with Ayame's outrageous personality,[93] Hatori is the only one, according to Shigure and Takaya, who can
limit Ayame's worst behavior. [129] [130] As a snake, Ayame is particularly sensitive to cold. [93] When Ayame was in high school, he was president of the student council,[130] and is proud that Yuki follows him. [131] Ayame fears the nothing of non-recognition. [131] When Ayame was young, he completely ignored Yuki, and even forgot
yuki's name once, but during the series he realizes that he will be completely alone, with only Yuki as a business when they get older. This spurs an obsession with acquiring Yuki's love, which he tries to do with the demand from Yuki,[131] and later tries more thoughtful ways to prove Yuki may depend on him. As the series progresses,
Yuki gradually accepts Ayame as a brother, and even tries to understand him. When Ayame is freed from the curse, the first thing he does is embrace Mine Kuramae and confess that he loves her. [32] Takaya derives the name Ayame (normally a female name, meaning iris, or blood iris to be more specific) from the fifth month, ayamezuki
or month iris, which is the month of the snake, the traditional Japanese calendar. [121] In the sequel series Fruit Basket Another, Ayame and Mine are married with two children, Hibika and Chizuru. Kisa Soma Voice: Kaori Nazuka (anime 2001), Reina Ueda (2019 anime) (Japanese); Kate Bristol[132] (English) Kisa Soma (草摩 杞紗,
Sōma Kisa) is the tiger of the Chinese zodiac. She is portrayed as a cute but very shy and withered girl. In the author's notes, Natsuki Takaya described her as in competition to be the first or second most beautiful character[14] and as a girly-girl. [133] When Tohru first met her, Kesha tended to bite when she was in the form of an animal
and is considered a small tiger that bites anyone who approaches or infuriates her. When Kesha begins seventh grade, her classmates harass and ostracly her because of her naturally shy hair and golden eyes, an effect of her curse, and the cause of her contraction. Because she feels ashamed to be bullied, she doesn't tell her worried
mother what's going on and stops talking. when this upsets her mother even more, she runs away and is found by hatsuharu. [134] He also sees Hatsuharu as an older sister figure. Tohru Honda, who understands Kisa's agony because she was once bullied herself, helps Kisa get out of her shell, and Kisa becomes very attached to Thru,
calling her onee-chan (translated as a big sister in both English manga and anime subtitles, and as Sissy in English dubbed anime). [135] He sometimes gets frustrated at Hiro because of his treatment of Tohru. Kisa likes Hiro and is bad when he withdraws from her to protect her from Akito,[72] as if Hatsuharu has been hurt by Rin. [126]
As the series progresses, Kesha appears to struggle with shy, and feels it's an important achievement to greet Kyo directly, instead of relying on Hiro to talk about her. [111] In the last chapter, he is seen holding Hiro's hand and considered a couple. Kesha is a fan of the fictional anime series Mogeta, which she sometimes watches with



Tohrau and Hiro. It is called Sat-chan, using only the last syllable of her name, by Shigure and his mother Hiro. Takaya derives her name from the second month, kisaragi or change month clothes, which is the month of the Tiger, the traditional Japanese calendar. [121] Hiro Soma Voice: Yuriko Fuchizaki (anime 2001), Yō Taichi (anime
2019) (Japanese); Aaron Dismuke (anime 2001), Luci Christian (anime 2019)[132] (English) Hiro Soma (草摩 燈, Sōma Hiro) is the Aries or Sheep of the Chinese zodiac and loves Kisa more than anything else. They were best friends in elementary school. When he told Aquito he was in love with Kesha, Aquito became furious. Kesha was
then beaten by Aquito (for no reason for her), but Hiro knew that his confession had led Aquito to attack Keisha. During Kisa's visit to the hospital, Hiro, shocked, confused, and sad, thought it would be better to stay away from Kisa. When she started high school, Hiro tried to ignore her, thinking it would stop her from attacking Aquito any
more. When he discovered that the other children had taken her, there was nothing he could do, as it would be uncomfortable for him to suddenly defend her after months of ignoring. Hiro accidentally saw Akito pushing Isuzu out of a window, which later causes Hiro some distress because he learned about Hatsuharu and Isuzu dating,
and witnesses Isuzu is pushed out the window by Akito, something Haru will never forgive. Rin and Aquito forced him not to tell Haru about the incident he had seen, but eventually found the courage, thanks to his little sister, Hinata, to tell Haru and Keisha the secrets he had kept about Aquito's actions. He tends to criticize people and
seems older than he really is, but often regrets what he tells others when informed of how insensitive his comments can be. His mother is one of the most comfortable with his transformation. In chapter 118, it is released from the curse before most of the zodiac, and the first thing it does is keep the infant's sister, Hinata, for the first time.
[136] In the last chapter, he and Kisa are considered to be a couple because of her holding his hand and affectionately comforting her for Tohru's impending move. Natsuki Takaya derives his name from the seventh month, fumihirogetsuki or month of publication, which is the month of the goat, traditional Japanese calendar. [101] Jitsu
Soma Voice: Miina Tominga (anime 2001), Kengo Kawanishi (anime 2019) (Japanese); Mike McFarland[132] (English) Kid Rittsu Voice by: Sarah Hussey (anime 2001), Katelyn Barr Barr anime)[137] Jitsu Soma (草摩 ر津, Sōma Jitsu) is the ape of the Chinese zodiac. He is portrayed as a handsome but unstable young man with very low
self-esteem and a tendency to overreact. He frantically apologizes for everything, even for things that aren't his fault. [138] In this, he takes after his mother,[138] the hostess of the Soma onsen family,[139] whose place is in training to take over. [140] Being cursed by the ape, Jitsu is blessed with quick reflexes and an extremely agile
body; is able to react quickly and climb the high grounds easily. [141] Jitsu dresses in women's clothes because she says she then feels less pressure from society, and is initially confused about a woman by Touru Honda because of its long hair and beauty. [141] Shigure likes to play with Richu's insecurities and reliability, much like its
author, Mitsuru? [142] When Jitsu and Mitsuru meet, they realize that they have this audience,[142] and in a bonus story in the first fan-book, he and Mitsuru are a couple. [143] In the last chapter of manga, Jitsu gives Kagura one of his women's kimonos, has cut his hair short, and is not dressed like a girl. Natsuki Takaya derives his
name from the eighth month, odakarituki or rice harvest month, which is the month of the monkey, the traditional Japanese calendar. [101] In a writer's note, Takaya said he regretted how little a role Jitsu played in the main story, appearing a total of five times. [140] Isuzu Soma Voice: Houko Kuwashima (Drama CD), Aki Toyosaki (2019
anime) (Japanese); Breena Palencia (English)[144] Isuzu Soma (草摩, Sōma Isuzu) is the horse of the Chinese zodiac. It is often called Rin because this is an alternative reading of The Kanji of its given name. He is tall and initially has hip-length dark hair; according to a writer's note, Natsuki Takaya initially designed her with very short
hair, but then took time to mimic the blast of aborting a horse in the wind. [145] Takaya's fans described Rin as, the character responsible for sexiness. [146] Rin is portrayed as stubborn and independent,[147] to the point that she cannot stand to depend on someone else,[24] characteristics associated with those born in her zodiac year;
is also sharp language, but worries about others. [148] When Rin was young her parents acted lovingly and devoted to her, unlike the parents of many cursed Somas, but when she asked if they were happy, the strain of pretending for her benefit broke the façade, after which they neglected and abused her where he was hospitalized and
developed the panic disorder. After that, her parents kicked her out, and Rin moved into Kagura Suma's house. [149] Rin and Hatsuharu have a romantic and sexual relationship that began before the beginning of the series. When Aquito finds out, Rin assumes full responsibility to protect Hatsuharu and Akito pushes Rin out of a window;
while recovering in hospital, Rin breaks up with Hatsuharu both to protect him and to avoid burdening him, but without explaining why. [150] [151] To free Hatsuharu, Rin begins to look for a way to break the curse, and asks Kazuma,[61] Shigure,[152] and Ren Soma[153] for help, although she resists the help of Tohru Honda, who
believes she is too good for her own good. [24] Ren offers to help if Rin steals a treasure (a black box) from Aquito, but Rin is caught by Aquito, who limits her to the cat's prison and cuts her hair. [125] After being released by Kureno, he reconciles with Hatsuharu,[153] accepting his support. She also receives Tohru's help because of the
latter's kindness,[154] and grows as protective of her as Hatsuharu, who gets angry when someone upsets or harms her. [62] [107] After the zodiac curse is broken, Rin cannot understand how others can proceed as if Akito's abuse never happened,[155] and in the last chapter he says he still gets angry. [33] Takaya derives its name from
the sixth month, isuzucuretsuki or month of the last cool spring days, which is the month of the horse, the traditional Japanese calendar. [101] Kureno Soma Voice: Susumu Chiba (Drama CD), Yūichirō Umehara (anime 2019) (Japanese); Ian Sinclair[156] (English) Kureno Soma (草摩 野, Sōma Kureno) is the former rooster of the Chinese
zodiac. According to Natsuki Takaya, while he was still cursed, he did not want others to see the shape of his animals, which was a sparrow instead of a rooster. [157] He is portrayed as a kind and selfless young man. Arisa Uotani describes Kureno as like Thru because of his excessive kindness and scattered tempers,[41] and Saki
Hanajima and Akito Soma both compare his selflessness with Tohru's. [25] In his mid-teens, about ten years before the series began, the Kureno curse was somewhat broken, but because of the agony Akito promised never to leave. [42] Kureno and Akito have a sexual relationship, and when Shigure learned about it, some time before
the series began, in retaliation he slept with Akito's mother, Ren. [158] Akito keeps Kureno away from the rest of the family to hide that he is no longer cursed, and Kureno does most of Akito's work as head of the family. [159] As a result, Kureno is so protected that he is 26 when he first visits a convenience store, where he meets Arisa.
[41] Despite their mutual attraction, he stays away from it because, claims throru, of his promise to Akito. [42] However, when Akito Rin Soma off for trying to steal her father's box, it is Kureno who frees her. [125] As the zodiac curse begins to break, Kureno finally admits that he is partly responsible for keeping Akito coddled and afraid of
being too obedient, and Akito stabs him with rage in the back. [136] When Kureno is released from the hospital, hospital, moves out of the Soma compound with the help of Arisa,[43] and in the last chapter, Arisa prepares to move in with him. [33] In a writer's note, Takaya described him as perhaps the loneliest of those affected by the
curse because of his isolation. [160] He never blames Akito for his injury and still feels the responsibility to care for her. He says the best thing he can do for her is erase his existence. Hence his move from Suma's house. Takaya derives its name from the third month of the traditional Japanese calendar, kurenoharu or late spring; [121]
should have been named after the ninth month, the month of the rooster, but according to the author, he confused his posts and Momiji in the zodiac. [16] Small members Kazuma Soma Voice: Norihiro Inoue (2001 anime), Toshiyuki Morikawa (anime 2019) (Japanese) Dameon Clarke (English) Kid Kazuma Voice: Miki Machii (anime
2001), Ayaka Nanase (2019 anime) (Japanese); Heaven Tubbs (anime 2001), Emily Fajardo (anime 2019) [161] Kazuma Soma (草摩 籍), Sōma Kazuma) is a karate teacher who runs a dojo near the Soma family's main home, where he teaches several of the younger Somas, including Kyo, Kagura, Yuki and Hatsuharu. Usually
addressed as Shishō, which means master. In a writer's note, Takaya said that although it attracts him young, his age is nearly 40. [162] Takaya also claimed to be clumsy with his hands and has no sense of taste,[162] and is portrayed as so bad at cooking, he doesn't know how to prepare tea. [61] His daily routine is taken care of by his
assistant at the dojo, Kunatsu Tomoda. [163] When he was a child, during their only meeting, Kazuma was bad to his grandfather simply because his grandfather was cursed by the cat. His grandfather had offered him a dessert, but Kazuma had rejected it, saying he was cursed, and instead of getting angry, his grandfather simply smiled
and forgave him. His cruelty in their only encounter haunts him as he grows up and to make amends, after the death of kyo's mother, he took and raised Kyo, the current cat, as his step-son, and has come to think of him as his own son. [162] Kazuma thinks well of Tohru and hopes that her love for Kyo is sincere, and is not based on pity
as his grandmother was towards his grandfather; [107] Both to test Tohru's feelings and to show Kyo that he can be accepted by others despite his curse, Kazuma forces Kyo to show Othru his true form. [89] [164] After Rin is hospitalized the second time during the series, he takes her in to recover so that she is not under the family
association, which he do before. [30] In the last chapter, Saki Hanajima has taken a job as a cook at Kazuma dojo and hinted that she is in a relationship, but according to Natsuki Takaya in the fan book - Cat, Kazuma only sees her as a Kyo classmate. [33] Ren Soma Voice: Ai Orikasa Orikasa Caitlin Barr[165] (English) Ren Soma (草摩
楝, Sōma Ren) is Aquito's mother. She is portrayed as an elegant but obsessive woman with long black hair similar to Soma's Isuzu. Ren was important to the story because of the Akitos sex reveal. If Akito had raised a female then Shigure would not have been enriched (if it wasn't for him once he was the pervert he is) and the curse
would probably have broken before the time of Tohru. According to a writer's note, Takaya designed Akito and Ren to look alike; [166] Shigure argues that if Akito had grown up as a woman, she would have very much like Ren,[67] and Touru once confused Ren's voice for Akito. [113] Rehn and Aquito are extremely competitive with each
other. Shigure notes that she is obsessed with her child and her dead husband. [67] Her background and age were deliberately left unclear by Takaya. [166] Ren was originally a domestic maid of Sima who won Akira's heart by being the only one who noticed his loneliness and treated him with kindness, rather than as the head of the
household. [67] When she conceived and her child received, as the new god of the zodiac, more attention than herself, and then turned out to be female instead of a proper male heir, she feared the baby would replace her in Akira's heart and demanded Akito be raised as a male. [42] [67] Before his death, Akira told Akito, but not Ren,
that Akito's place in the curse was proof that his and Ren's relationship was special. [158] To fuel Akito's fear of abandonment, Ren constantly claims that Akito's bond with the zodiac is false, rather than the true love Akito claims; to prove her mistake, Akito tried to mold Yuki into a zodiac animal dedicated to her (Akito). [158] After Akito
began sleeping with Kureno Soma, shortly before the series began, Ren told Shigure to make him jealous and then seduced him into angering Akito. [158] When Rin Soma approaches Ren for information about breaking the curse, Ren lies and promises to tell Rin how if he steals a black box belonging to Akito, it is said to contain akira's
spirit. [67] [153] later, goaded by Shigure, Ren threatens Akito with a knife to get the box, only to learn that it is as empty as her obsession. [158] Ren does not appear after that, although Akito reports that Ren has rejected her attempts to reconcile after the zodiac curse broke. Kana Soma Voice: Haruhi Nanao (anime 2001), Minami Tsuda
(anime 2019) (Japanese); Libby Smith (anime 2001), Kara Edwards (2019 anime) [167] Kana Soma (草摩 仮, Sōma Kana) is a Soma who is not a member of the main branch family, and therefore is not initiated into the details of the curse Soma. Kana was Hatori's mistress, much to Akito's disappointment. When Hattori told Aquito that he
planned to marry Kana, Aquito undertook to punish Hattori and injure one of his eyes, which caused a traumatic experience for Kana. Here we go. things worse, Akito desecrated Kana for Hatchi's injuries, and guilt stumbled on the belief that the desire to marry Hatori was a mistake she should never have made, since she is unable to lift
the curse of the family. Bypassed by guilt, Kana was able to live a normal life after the incident, which eventually led to Akito suggesting that Hatori should erase her memories. Hattori followed Aquito's proposal accordingly and refrained from interacting with Kana ever again. She later marries another man, having believed that her
involvement with Hattori was only an unfulfilled crush. Kyo's father expressed: Shinobu Matsumoto (anime 2019) (Japanese); E. Bailey (anime 2001), Aaron Roberts (anime 2019) (English) Biological Father of Kyo Soma. Kyo's mother voiced: Miki Nagasawa (anime 2001), Atsuko Yuya (anime 2019) (Japanese). Wendy Powell (English)
Late Mother of Kyo Soma. He is one of the few Soma parents who accept their cursed child until he commits suicide when they are about 7-8yrs old. Okami Soma Voice: Junko Yamamoto (2001 anime), Sachiko Kojima (anime 2019) (Japanese); Julie Mayfield (English) Okami Soma (草摩, Sōma Okami) is the mother of Ritsu Soma. He is
one of the few Soma parents who accept their cursed child. Momiji's father voiced: Toshihiko Seki (anime 2001), Junichi Yanagita (anime 2019) (Japanese); E. Bailey (anime 2001), Ben Bryant (2019 anime) Father of Momiji and Momo Sama. He is one of the few soma parents who accept their cursed child. Momiji's mother voiced: Azusa
Nakao (anime 2001), Takako Honda (anime 2019) (Japanese). Elise Baughman[168] (English) Mother of Momiji and Momo Soma. Momo Soma Voice by: Saya Tanaka (2019 anime) (Japanese); Megan Shipman (anime 2019)[169] (English) Momo Soma (草摩SS, Sōma Momo) younger sister of Momiji Soma. She then appears now as an
adult and knows that she and Momiji are siblings. His mother Ayame &amp; Yuki Expressed: Sayaka Ohara (Japanese); Morgan Garrett[170] (English) Mother of Ayame and Yuki Suma. Soma Maid Voiced by: Hitomi Shogawa (Japanese); Linda Leonard[171] (English) An elderly maid of the Soma Clan. She's been raising Aquito Suma
since she was little. She respects Akito terribly and willing to overlook her horrible acts since she feels like she is justified because Akito is God. Kesha's mother voiced: Haruhi Nanao (anime 2001), Aya Endō (anime 2019) (Japanese). Cynthia Crank (anime 2001), Jessica Cavanagh (2019 anime) (English) Mother of Kisa. He is one of the
few Soma parents who accept their cursed child. Satsuki Soma Voice: Mikako Takahashi (Japanese); Erica Mendez[172] (English) Satsuki Soma (草摩, Sōma Satsuki) is Hiro's mother Hinata. He is one of the few Soma parents who accept their cursed child. Isuzu's parents expressed: Masayuki Katô (Father) and Fuyuka Ono (Mother)
(Japanese); Robert Robert (Father) and Kenneisha Thompson (Mother)[173] (English) He is a parent of Isuzu Soma. When Rin was young her parents acted lovingly and devoted to her, unlike the parents of many cursed Somas, but when she asked if they were happy, the strain pretended to benefit her broke the façade, after which she
neglected and mistreated her to the point that she was in the hospital and developed panic disorder. After that, her parents kicked her out. Other characters Megumi Hanajima Voice from: Omi Minami (2001 Anime), Yukiyo Fujii (2019 anime) (Japanese); Hollie Townson (2001 Anime), Leah Clark (2019 anime) (English) Megumi Hanajima
(恵, Hanajima Megumi) is Saki's younger brother. Kakeru Manabe Voice: Kenichi Suzumura (Drama CD), Takuya Eguchi (2019 anime) (Japanese); Aaron Dismuke (English) Kakeru Manabe (翔, Manabe Kakeru), sometimes called True Pot Flies because of the kanji that make up his name, is vice president of the student council during
Yuki Soma's presidency. He is portrayed as alternately lazy and charismatically energetic, vividly recalling Yuki of his older brother, Ayame,[174] whom Kakeru refers to as commander.. Yuki also compares Manabe's ability to make friends with Kyo's. [74] Manabe sometimes argues the student council is a super-sentai-style school
defense force, and once tries to get the rest of the student council to choose their group colors. When Yuki asked Manabe's younger half-sister, Machi, what her favorite color is, Manabe later claimed that she knew that her favorite color was red. Although saying so strongly she was implying that she knew about her crush on Yuki, who
was decided by Manabe that his color as president was red. [74] In a writer's note, Takaya calls him a good friend and bad companion for Yuki. [175] Manabe is the older half-brother of Machi Kuragi from the mistress of their common father, and protective of her because he is still influenced by the struggle of their mothers, which now
ends, to have their own child called heir. [176] She has a friend named Komaki Nakao (whom she calls Meat☆Angel because of her love of meat). Tayaka notes that they almost live together as their mothers are both busy with work. Komaki's father was driving the car that hit and killed Kyoko Honda, also killing himself. Manabe believed
Tohru thought she was the only one affected by the accident and confronted Tohreu on Komaki's behalf, saying it was disgusting. He tells her he's acting like he has to carry the misfortune of the whole world. However, Komaki was angry with him for not Toru's feelings. He realized that his feelings and komaki were not the same and
vowed to understand other people better, and later apologized to Theru for his harrowing behavior. [177] According to Komaki, Kakeru used to be a retired, inaccessible person, but during high school after withdrawing from the competition to family heir suddenly became the character Yuki meets. In the sequel series Fruit Basket another,
Kakeru has a daughter named Michi. Machi Kuragi Voice: Yuki Kaida (Drama CD), Ai Kakuma (2019 anime) (Japanese); Caitlin Glass (English) Machi Kuragi (倉伎, Kuragi Machi) is treasurer of the student council during the presidency of Yuki Suma and a classmate of Hatsuharu and Momiji. She is the younger half-sister of Kakeru
Manabe than the wife of their mutual father. [176] Machi is portrayed as a quiet, almost emotionless young woman with occasional destructive behavior, such as the destruction of the student council hall. He feared perfection because of when he was fighting for the role as heir and was forced to act perfectly. She finds it difficult to express
herself, which sometimes leads to Manabe making decisions about her. During their childhood, their mothers competed to have their own child called heir, a struggle that ended when first Manabe retired from running, then Machi's mother brought a son. Machi lives apart from her family because her mother believes she resents, and is a
danger to, her younger brother for replacing her, a charge she did not dispute even though it is false. [178] Unlike most girls at school, she does not see Yuki as a prince, but as just another boy, even seeing him as lonely. [50] Her different attitude and agitated behavior catch Yuki's eye, and she makes multiple attempts to become her
befriending. When Yuki and Manabe visit Machi's apartment, Yuki learns that because of the pressure to be perfect when her mother was competing with Manabe, Machi finds perfection so annoying that she has a compulsion to mar anything too smooth, such as trashing neat rooms, walking through newly dropped snow, and breaking
pieces of a new box of chalk. [178] Machi develops feelings for Yuki, and when Touru Honda is in the hospital and needs to reach someone, Machi is able to confess yuki. Machi is later Yuki's girlfriend[179] Like the younger Somas, Machi likes the fictional anime Mogeta, and treasures two character figurines that Yuki gives her. [179]
Mitsuru Voice: Akemi Okamura (anime 2001), Chinatsu Akasaki (anime 2019) (Japanese) Cynthia Crank (English)[92] Mitsuru is Shigure Soma's editor. Shigure playfully calls her Mit-chan. A stressed young woman usually appears to beg Shigure to finish his manuscripts in time, in response to which Shigure either avoids her or falsely
claims it is not finished. His torture pushes her to threaten suicide more than once, and the Takaya said in a writer's note that Mitsuru believes Shigure is evil. [180] During such an episode, he meets Jitsu Soma,[142] with whom he later develops a romantic relationship. [143] [180] Mayuko Shiraki Voice: Naomi Shindō (Drama CD), Hitomi
Nabatame (2019 anime) (Japanese); Anastasia Muñoz (English)[34] Mayuko Siraki Siraki 繭, Shiraki Mayuko) are Tohru, Kuk, Yuki, Saki and the teacher of Arisa. what topic he teaches is never given, although in a writer's note, Natsuki Takaya said he thinks Shiraki matches the image of a literature teacher. [181] Shiraki is portrayed as
generally good humor, but sometimes aggressive-when Kyo tries to leave class on Valentine's Day, stops him at the door with an envelope on his face and threatens to paint his hair black instead of orange,[182] and once dissolves a fight between Hatsuharu and Kyo by dumping a bucket of water on them; [183] She once demanded as a
joke that, after some students famously addressed her Mayu-chan-sensei, that they call her Mayuko's great teacher. [117] Her parents, worried about Shiraki being unmarried, run a bookstore where she sometimes helps out. [120] Takaya said in a writer's note that Shiraki is possibly sad that she is a woman and secretly insecure about
how tall she is, but since Hatori Soma is tall too, they may look pretty good together as a tall couple. [184] Siraki is best friends with Kana, Hattori's ex-fiancée, and through her meeting Hattori, Sigure and Ayame two years before the series began. While Siraki is attracted to Hattori, she's glad Cana and Hattori were happy together. She
dated Shigure for a month before splitting up, partly because Shigure was distant and partly because she only dated him to alleviate her loneliness. She was at a loss when Kana and Hatchoni broke up because Hatchi had erased Kana's memory of the engagement. [119] Siraki still has feelings for Hattori, but resents Sigure's continued
interference in her life, even when it brings her closer to Hattori. [120] In the final chapter, Shiraki and Hatchi are presented as a couple, with Hatchi inviting her on a Okinawa vacation. [33] Mine Kuramae Voice: Miki Takahashi (anime 2001), Yuka Iguchi (2019 anime) (Japanese); Amber Cotton (anime 2001), Monica Rial (2019 anime)
Mine Kuramae (倉, Kuramae Mine) works in Ayame Soma's clothing store as a designer and seamstress, and lives with him in an apartment above the store. [129] Portrayed as cheerful, passionate about costumeming, and determined to do anything for Ayame he takes care of the details he neglects in his enthusiasm, such as getting
permission to visit yuki's class. [185] Natsuki Takaya describes her as an amazing person to be able to keep up with Ayame. [186] She is particularly enthusiastic about dressing girls up in her clothes, bubbly at the thought of doing so,[79][185] and she always appears wearing a frilly maid outfit. According to Ayame, Mine is someone you
can trust in,[187] and Yuki suspects he knows zodiac curse. When Ayame is freed from the curse, the first thing he does is embrace her and confess that he loves her. [32] Motoko Minagawa Voiced by: Kaori Shimizu (2001 anime), anime), (Anime 2019) (Japanese); Jamie Marci (English)[34] Motoko Minagawa () is the president of fan
club Yuki Soma and a year ahead of him. As a devoted fan, she is portrayed as obsessive and romantic. The fan club prohibits any member from being alone with their prince to keep him safe by preventing any member from stealing from him. Therefore, Motoko hates any girl who gets close to Yuki-in particular, Touru Honda, Kimi Tutu,
and Machi Kuragi. Motoko and the club's vice president, Minami Kinoshita, incite multiple conspiracies to undermine Thru, including visiting Saki Hanajima, whom they see as protecting Thru with her poisonous waves, home to find a weakness,[48] and organizing to have Tohru cast as Cinderella's evil half-sister to make her behave badly.
[188] The few times Motoko talks to Yuki, he gets so overworked that all he can do is talk about common random things like what he had for breakfast. [189] At her graduation, yuki finally confesses that she loves him, although she knows she can't have him, and wishes him happiness in the future. [190] Makoto Takei Voice: Yūji Ueda
(anime 2001), Jun Fukushima (anime 2019); Kyle Hebert[191] (English) Makoto Takei (⽵, Takei Makoto) is the president of the student council who is strict about the school's disciplinary code. Kimi Todo Voice: Yukari Tamura (Drama CD), Rumi Okubo (anime 2019); Cherami Leigh (English)[192] Kimi Todo (藤堂, Tōdō Kimi) is one of two
student council secretaries during Yuki Soma's presidency. Kimi is portrayed as an outgoing and entertaining young woman. [193] He is also manipulative and a mischievous one: when Yuki first meets her, she manipulates him to share chocolates given to him by his fan club. [37] She often gives things naughty interpretations, and uses
sex appeal to get her way-for example, flirting with a teacher to get him to give the student council a new board. [74] According to Kakeru Manabe, Kimi likes to seduce boys who already have girlfriends. [194] According to a writer's note, Kimi believes that all men love her, and as much as they like she can go out with as many people as
she wants. [195] He once told other student council members that he was encouraged to become the way he is by some girls once saying that if you have a beautiful face, people are willing to forgive you. Kimi sometimes speaks to a third person, as in Kimi wants this, which is a childish way of speaking in Japanese, and calls Yuki by the
cute nickname Yun-Yun. She is good friends with manabe and disliked by most of the girls at school, especially Yuki's club. Naohito Sakuragi Voice: Jun Fukuyama (Drama CD), Aoi Ichikawa (anime 2019); Micah Solusod (English)[192] Naohito Sakuragi (Sakuragi Naohito) is the second of two student council secretaries during Yuki Soma
Soma When he meets Yuki, he claims to be Yuki's opponent[37] because he has a secret crush on Motoko Minagawa, president of yuki fan club. [190] Naohito is portrayed as a no-nonsense and short-sighted young man who is often enraged by Kakeru Manabe and Kimi Toudu's antics, and the author noted that she never drew him
smiling. [196] He works his student council duties and absolutely refuses to call the council the school advocacy force, as Manabe wants. Manabe and Kimi sometimes call him Chibi-suke (chibi meaning small, and -suke is a common male name-ending),[37] which irritates him because he is sensitive for his short stature. [190] Kunatsu
Tomoda Voice: Shunsuke Hasegawa (Drama CD), Atsushi Tamaru (anime 2019) (Japanese); Jason Liebrecht (anime 2019) (English) Kunitutsu Tomoda () is the personal assistant under Kazuma Soma in his dojo. Fruit Basket Another characters Sawa Mitoma Sawa Mitoma Mitoma (苫, Mitoma Sawa) is a first-year student at Kaibara
High School. She has low self-confidence and is quite timid and shy, but her world changes when she is introduced to the Soma family. Mutsuki Soma Mutsuki Soma (草摩 睦, Sōma Mutsuki) is the only child of Yuki Soma and Machi Kuragi. He and his cousin Hajime live with their older cousin Kinu Soma in order to be closer to Kaibara
High School. Koutsouki is a sophomore, as well as vice president of the student council. Hajime Soma Hajime Soma (草摩 Sōma Hajime) is the firstじborn child of Kyo Soma and Tohru Honda. He has a younger brother and sister. He and his cousin Mutsuki live with their oldest cousin Kinu Soma in order to be closer to Kaibara High
School. Hajime is a third-year student, as well as president of the student council. Sora Sora Soma (草摩 昊, Sōma Sora) is the daughter of Hatsuharu Soma and Isuzu Soma. She and her twin brother Riku are first-year students at Kaibara High School. Ryku Sima Ryku Sama (草摩 陸, Sima Ryku) is the son of Hatsuharu Sama and Isuzu
Sama. He and his twin sister Sora are first-year students at Kaibara High School. Michi Manabe Michi Manabe is the daughter of Kakeru Manabe and Komaki Nakao. She's a third-year student at Kaibara High School. He's got a younger brother in high school named Mr. She acts like the big sister of her cousin Mutsuki Soma, whom she
has looked after since they were children. Shiki Soma Shikhi Soma (草摩 志岐, Sōma Shikhi) is the only child of Shigure Soma and Akito Soma. He is a first-year high school student and member of the Go club (dedicated to the ancient board game), along with his cousin Chizuru Soma and his friend Rio Mosuka. Mina Soma Mina Soma
(草摩, Sōma Mina) is a daughter Momiji Sama, he had a younger brother. He loves baseball, but he doesn't plan a future in sports. Instead of she wants to inherit her father's business (which she inherited from his father) and expand it. Chizuru Soma Chizuru Soma (草摩 千弦, Sōma Chizuru) is the son of Ayame Soma and Mine Kuramae.
She has an older sister named Hibika. He is a high school sophomore and a member of the Go club (dedicated to the ancient board game), along with his cousin Shiki Soma and his friend Rio Mosuka. Hibika Soma Hibika Soma (草摩 Sōma Hibika) is the daughter of Ayame Soma and The Kuramae Mine. She's Chizuru's older sister. Like
her parents, Hibika is strong and capricious. She loves fashion and helps take care of the family's clothing boutique while her father and mother are out of town. Kinu Soma Kinu Soma (草摩 帛, Sōma Kinu) is the daughter of Hatori Soma and Mayuko Siraki. She's a college student. She said she doesn't want to be a doctor like her father,
but rather, doing something that doesn't require a lot of effort would be nice. Kinu lives in an old, Soma-owned house, looking after her two younger cousins Hajime and Mutsuki during the school year. Rio Mosca Rio Mosca (XS, Hukan rio) is the son of Saki Hanajima. His father is a stranger. He is a third-year high school student and a
member of the Go club (dedicated to the ancient board game), along with his friends Shiki Soma and Chizuru Soma. According to Rio's uncle, his mother's mysterious mental abilities are not transferred to male family members, so apparently, Rio is a normal child. He is described by Sawa as calm and kind. Ruriko Kageyama Ruriko
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